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Foreword
The Localism Act that came into force in 2012 introduced Neighbourhood Planning as a new right for
communities to have a major say in how the area in which they live is developed and in particular what is
built and where.
St Minver Highlands and Lowlands Parish Councils have come together to produce this Neighbourhood
Development Plan (NDP) that, with your approval, will provide the vision for the future and the policies
that will form a legal document to guide future development that supports your priorities.
A Steering Group and six Working Groups have carried out much work gathering information and views on
a range of topics including Housing Needs, Planning, Environment, Infrastructure, Leisure and Business.
Three questionnaires and four Consultation events open to all residents and home owners have been held
to communicate this activity and to seek their views.
The NDP team considered all of the information gathered and the extensive feedback from the residents to
produce this Neighbourhood Development Plan for final consultation, Independent Examination and
Referendum.
This NDP is now subject to referendum at which all residents on the St Minver Parishes electoral roll will be
invited to vote for or against the adoption of the NDP. A majority vote for the NDP will result in it becoming
a legal document that has to be taken into consideration in all matters relating to development across the
Parishes.
This NDP and supporting documents contain much information relating to the Vision for the Parishes and
the process for preparation and consultation of the Plan. These provide the necessary context for the
Principles and Justification, and the Policies that are defined in Section 5.
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1. Introduction
1.1 NDP requirements
The objective of the Neighbourhood Development Plan is to provide a clear, legally binding statement of
local requirements for the development of the Parishes. It is, therefore, important that it clearly defines
the environment, facilities and amenities that exist today; what local people want to see in the future; and
the plans and controls that are to be put in place to achieve it.
The NDP addresses issues of development and use of land to meet the sustainable needs of the
community. It cannot prohibit all development, but it can identify what should be built and where. At the
very least it has to accommodate the level of development allocated to this area by the Cornwall Local
Plan. The Cornwall Local Plan was adopted on the 22nd of November 2016. The St Minver Parishes NDP
proposes to accommodate at least 150 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. Records show
that in the period 2010 to 2016 around half this number has already been built. Current thoughts are that
the needs of the Parishes should allow for Approximately 90 more Additional Residences in the remaining
period 2017 to 2030.

1.2. NDP Data Gathering and Consultation
The St Minver Parish Councils made the decision in March 2012 to prepare a combined NDP covering both
Parishes. An NDP Steering Group was established and has conducted a series of activities to gather the
data required to underpin a successful NDP and has consulted widely to determine the views and concerns
of the residents.

1.2.1 Initial Public Consultation and Questionnaire
An initial series of Public Consultation events took place in October 2012 supported by a brief
questionnaire. The feedback from these identified the key topics that the NDP would need to address. As a
result six Working Groups were formed to gather data on Housing Needs, Planning, Environment,
Infrastructure, Leisure and Businesses.

1.2.2. Second Public Consultation
By April 2013 the Working Groups had not only gathered a strong data base but had also established an
understanding of the issues in each of the topic areas that were likely to be important in producing the
NDP. To explore this further a second public consultation event was held in May 2013. Each of the Working
Groups presented its findings, summarised the issues and sought the opinions of the residents. The
feedback strongly endorsed the ideas that the NDP Steering and Working Groups were forming, but there
was concern that less than 200 of the local residents had attended the consultation sessions and openly
expressed their views. Wider consultation was considered essential.

1.2.3. Detailed Questionnaire
To maximise the opportunities for residents to make their views known a detailed questionnaire
addressing all of the issues identified was compiled. In September 2013 this questionnaire was posted to
1640 residences across the St Minver Parishes, made available online and widely advertised to all residents
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and home owners. As a result 782 sets of responses were received by the end of October 2013. The results
were analysed and distributed widely.

1.2.4 Third Public Consultation
In most areas the results from the questionnaire were sufficiently clear to allow the NDP team to proceed
to drafting the NDP. However, on the difficult questions of parking, new residence numbers, and
particularly Development Areas the way forward was not so clear. A third Public Consultation was held at
the end of November 2013 to present the results of the questionnaire and promote discussion on the key
topics. This event was attended by some 200 people including representatives from Cornwall Council and
proved very constructive in terms of how to proceed on the topic of development areas.

1.2.5 Development Areas Questionnaire
The principles and policies relating to development areas are so fundamental to the NDP that proposals for
these were made public for comment before the full NDP was drafted. A Development Areas Consultation
Document was made available to all residents across the Parishes. The purpose of this document was to
put forward the ideas for development areas to be included in the NDP; explain the reasoning behind the
proposed solution to the development boundaries issue; and to provide a further opportunity, via a
questionnaire, to obtain resident’s views on this topic. As a result over 200 sets of responses were
received. The results were analysed and made available to all residents.

1.2.6 Fourth Public Consultation
A fourth Public Consultation was held on the 17th March 2014 to present the results of the Development
Areas Questionnaire and promote further discussion on this key topic. This event was attended by over
100 people including representatives from Cornwall Council and facilitated a good debate with some very
constructive ideas on details of how to proceed on this topic of development areas. Whilst there was
general support for the proposed concept, concerns were expressed over the number and size of the
Special Development Areas and the potential impact on road congestion. These have been addressed by
reducing both the number and size of the Special Development Areas, and including detail of road
improvements to facilitate access and ease the congestion issues.

1.2.7 Drafting the NDP and Independent “health check” Examination
After December 2013, in parallel with the further consultation on Development Areas the NDP team
worked on all of the data, issues and consultation feedback to formulate a Vision for the St Minver
Parishes. That, in turn, determined the Principles and Justification, and policies to go into the draft NDP
section 5 that formed the “The St Minver Parishes Plan Proposal” for final Public Consultation,
Independent Examination and the local Referendum. In July 2014 the NDP (draft 11) was passed to
Cornwall Council for informal review. A number of very helpful comments were received and addressed. In
August 2014, as a further check, the NDP (draft 11) was submitted to a qualified Independent Examiner for
a “health check” review using the same process used for the formal Independent Examination. This
resulted in further helpful comments and advice on structuring the NDP to make the Policies obvious and
succinct. These were reflected in the Pre-submission Consultation Plan (draft 12).
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1.2.8 Public Consultation, Independent Examination and Referendum
The Pre-submission Consultation Plan (draft 12) was endorsed by the Parish Councils and sent out by email
to the 63 organisations on the consultation list provided by Cornwall Council. It was also made available to
all residents across the Parishes for consultation. Facilities were established, and those consulted
encouraged, to provide comments online or on paper. The formal consultation period was from 18th
November 2014 to the 9th January 2015. Responses to the comments received up to 31st January 2015
have been sent to the person or organisation raising them. These comments were addressed in the final
issue of the NDP.
Affordable housing concerns raised by Cornwall Council and environmental concerns raised by Natural
England indicated that clarification of the purpose and definition of Special Development Areas would be
beneficial. These issues were addressed in the final issue of the NDP.
Subsequent to the Public Consultation Natural England determined that the NDP should be subject to
Strategic Environment Assessment (SEA). The St Minver Parishes contracted with a qualified and
experienced organisation, LUC (Land Use Consultants Limited) to undertake SEA. The SEA, referenced in
the Consultation Statement, endorsed the principles and Policies within the NDP making recommendations
for the inclusion of additional statements in Policies STMNDP 2.3, STMNDP2.6 and STMNDP2.7 to further
reduce the potential impact of development on the local environment and Local Landscape Character.
These comments were addressed in the final issue of the NDP.
Full details of those consulted, the responses received and the actions taken are documented in the
St Minver Neighbourhood Development Plan – Consultation Statement forming part of the NDP
documentation for Independent Examination.
The plan was endorsed by the Parish Councils, and passed to Cornwall Council to go through the required
process of final consultation and Independent Examination leading to the Referendum. The examination
report resulted in a number of modifications being made to address issues raised by the Examiner and
additional modifications felt necessary to ensure that the plan continued to relate to that developed with
the community. These additional modifications were consulted on in January and February 2017 and were
not subject to substantive objection. They have now been incorporated into this final plan.
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2. St Minver Parishes in 2014
The St Minver Parishes Neighbourhood Development Plan (The Plan) covers the Designated Plan Area comprising the
parishes of St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands (The Parishes).

Map 1 St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands – The Designated Plan Area
The Parishes are bordered to the north by rugged coastline, to the west by the sandy bays and dunes of the Camel
Estuary and to the east and south by open farm land. Most of the land bordering the coastline is designated AONB or
SSSI.
Development in the Parishes consists predominantly of the settlements of New Polzeath, Polzeath, Trebetherick,
Rock, Pityme and Tredrizzick which essentially border the protected coastal areas, and the settlement of St Minver
Village which is central to the Parishes and surrounded by farmland. The 2011 census suggests that there were some
2067 Residences across the Parishes of which approximately 52% were Second Residences or Holiday Homes. More
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recent local research suggests the figure is nearer 60% across the Parishes and around 80% in Trebetherick and
Polzeath.
To the west the Parishes comprise a number of arable, dairy and sheep farms with moderate sized fields enclosed by
Cornish hedges or mixed shrub hedges. To date these have avoided the attention of wind farms and solar farms that
are becoming prolific in other parts of the Cornish landscape.
With the exception of the relatively small areas of Shilla Wood to the east of Polzeath, Dinham Wood to the south
of the Parishes and an area around the St Minver Holiday Park to the south of St Minver village there are no
significant wooded areas and relatively few mature trees except in Rock and Trebetherick where a significant
number of Macrocarpa trees were planted some 100 years ago and in some cases have now outgrown their
surroundings needing attention to prevent danger to people and property due to falling branches.
Access to the Parishes is almost entirely by the B3314 which runs from Wadebridge in the south through to Delabole
in the north east. The approach from Wadebridge is via Trewornan bridge - a Scheduled Ancient Monument, single
lane, stone bridge over the River Amble built in 1791 and then via a narrow right angle bend at Gutt Bridge which is
difficult for large vehicles to navigate and impossible for two large vehicles to pass. Delabole village has developed
along both sides of the B3314 leaving a narrow road where parking at all times of the day and night severely restricts
the flow of traffic. From the B3314 there are two roads into St Minver village, one road into Pityme, Tredrizzick and
Rock and one road which forks to New Polzeath and Polzeath. The Polzeath road continues through Trebetherick to
Rock. All of these roads have twisty and narrow places where two vehicles cannot pass. The roads are heavily
congested, particularly at peak holiday times of Christmas, Easter and the summer period mid July to mid September
when the Second Residences and Holiday Homes plus many camping and caravan parks are filled with visitors. Over
recent years the traffic problem has been exacerbated by the increasing size of farm machinery and heavy lorries
associated with building works, shop deliveries and local businesses - in particular the boat yards and the brewery.
The Parishes currently support an amazing array of shops including two mini-markets, baker, butcher, fish monger,
delicatessen, newsagent, three post offices, two garages, electrical goods, hardware, two hairdressers, nine clothes
shops and four estate agents. These shops and most of the other 170 identified businesses based in the Parishes rely
on the summer trade from second home owners and holidaymakers to remain in business.
The Parishes are sustainable because of the beauty of the area and the coastal pursuits that it offers which make it a
very attractive area for retired people and holidaymakers. The Residences in full time occupation do sustain a
community spirit and a wide range of activities throughout the year. The maintenance and support of the leisure
industry provide substantial levels of employment for local residents. This is supplemented by a number of
industries, generally based at a business area that has been developed adjacent to Pityme, and traditional farming.
Compared with other similar areas the Parishes have a reasonable proportion of social and affordable housing which
would meet the requirements of local people. However, the present Cornwall Council process allocates available
housing to applicants from outside the local area who are deemed to have a higher priority need. Future provision of
social and affordable housing will only help local people if the allocation process is modified to give greater weight to
local people.
Thus, over the past 50 years, the Parishes have evolved as a village community that remains sustainable.
Environmental controls and structured development have protected and in some cases enhanced the natural and
historic environment. In turn, this has stimulated tourism generating employment and revenues from
holidaymakers. Development has provided accommodation, services and facilities for both the holidaymakers and
the local residents who service the tourism. In parallel the development of business sites, particularly at Pityme, has
provided further employment opportunities. There is a demonstrable, but potentially fragile, balance between
development, social needs and environment and it is considered crucial to maintain this balance for the future of the
Parishes.
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3. St Minver Parishes – Vision
3.1 Overview
The vision for the Parishes is summarised as careful evolution, not revolution. Retaining and where possible
enhancing the environment, landscape character and coastal amenities will be essential to maintaining the
attraction for both residents and tourism which will remain the basis of a viable and sustainable community.
The Parishes have witnessed a transformation in the last 25 years as many existing businesses have "come of age"
and a fresh dynamic professionalism has spread amongst all areas. New businesses have started up and have
brought job security to many local inhabitants. The modern era of IT and communication has allowed small rural
businesses to compete on a national level. This has brought a significant change to the prospects of local people
growing up within the Parishes which now support an enthusiastic group of young entrepreneurs creating
opportunities for themselves and their families. This success story is a key factor in the future of the Parishes and will
form a central position within the future planning of the Parishes. It is crucial that the NDP has the framework to
support and encourage local enterprise. The Parishes have the potential to sustain a vibrant community, an
opportunity which requires a sympathetic structure and the opportunity to grow.
Development will be required to improve residences that are old and of poor quality compared to present day
standards. Some Additional Residences, particularly Moderately Priced Residences (3 or 4 bedroom family residence
in the price range £200,000 to £350,000 at 2015 prices), will be required to provide steps on the housing ladder to
meet the growing needs of skilled and professional people who are being attracted to work in the area and will very
much wish to become full time residents. Further development of good quality office space and light industrial
facilities serviced by “State of the Art” communications will provide for a growing population of skilled, high tech and
professional workers who will revitalise the presently aged local community. The need for static and mobile caravan
and camping visitor accommodation will be met by the number and location of existing sites. The overall tourist and
holidaymaker accommodation will be enhanced to meet the increasing expectations of the market, in particular a
growing need for high quality Bed and Breakfast establishments and self catering apartments that provide for minibreaks throughout the year as well as the traditional longer holiday stays.
All of this development will be in harmony with existing developments and landscape character, with careful
attention to its position, mass, style and where appropriate suitable screening to maintain the natural beauty and
character of the area. The development will also be consistent with the limitations enforced by the infrastructure, in
particular the roads, where there will not be the finance or the desire of the residents to make significant changes to
the access to the Parishes.

3.2 Detail
In greater detail the vision is described under a number of inter-related areas as follows:

3.2.1 Environment and Landscape
The sustainability of the Parishes will remain critically dependent on the protection of the environment and
landscape which together attract permanent residents and tourists to the area.
The coastal regions will continue to be protected with all but essential development prohibited in the formally
protected areas – AONB, SSSI, and Marine Conservation Zones. Where practical, and the opportunity arises, support
will be given to extending these protected areas. Access to these areas for residents and visitors to enjoy the views
and facilities will be maintained and improved, but with full respect for the need for temporary restrictions to enable
vital areas such as the dunes and cliff paths to be maintained or reinstated.
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Inland the field structures will be maintained, and conventional mixed farming continued. Trees, hedgerows and
Cornish hedges will be protected to maintain the landscape and provide the habitat and connection routes for wild
creatures.
Recognising that the Parishes are not well endowed with mature trees, and that many of the existing trees will be
lost as they reach the end of their lives, a substantial tree planting programme will maintain or increase the tree
coverage, in particular where this helps to soften or screen developed areas.
The necessary development will take place in areas and styles that fit with the landscape character and maintain the
essential beauty of this unique area.

3.2.2 Infrastructure
3.2.2.1 Transport
Access to the Parishes will continue to be virtually entirely dependent on the present road network which struggles
to meet the existing size and volume of traffic. In recent years a number of accidents and repair works have closed
the B3314 for significant periods and these rapidly result in grid lock on the immediately available alternate routes.
The only effective diversion increases the journey by some 20 miles. Whilst limited improvement to pinch points may
be practical and affordable, and will be encouraged, there will not be the finance for the major works that would be
necessary to accommodate a significant increase in traffic volume, particularly of large vehicles. There is also
considerable resident support for retaining the access in its existing form as it is considered to be an important
characteristic of the area. As a result the vision is to manage future development of the area in terms of residences
and business to be consistent with the present accessibility coupled with the progressive implementation of an
Integrated Transport Plan. This plan, covering roads, footpaths, separate cycle ways providing a circular route linking
all of the residential areas, parking (cars and bicycles) and public transport, will provide residents and visitors with a
wide choice of methods to access business, social and leisure facilities whilst avoiding excessive road congestion and
parking problems. A particular issue will be the road junction between Trewiston Lane and Rock Road which is
narrow, has no footway and poor sightlines for emerging traffic from the Polzeath direction. A new road from
Coppers Corner to Trewiston Lane passing to the north of Cantillion Close should be investigated. This might enable
this unsatisfactory junction to be closed, and if extended across Trewiston Lane running to the north of Rock Road
would enable progressive development of this area for Affordable and Moderately Priced Residences and local
amenities.

3.2.2.2 Education
The Parishes are served by an excellent Primary School situated in St Minver Lowlands and an excellent Secondary
School (Academy) in Wadebridge supplemented at the senior level by the Truro and Penwith College. It is envisaged
that these establishments will continue to satisfactorily serve the needs of the Parishes for local education. The
expected new developments in the area will generate a small increase in the primary school age population.
However, the local school presently accommodates a significant number of pupils from other primary school
catchment areas and it is expected that any increase in the number of local children will be accommodated without
the need for significant increase in the facilities of the St Minver Primary School. This school does have attached land
within the previous NCDC development boundary line and any proposed use of this land for providing additional
facilities for the school will be supported.
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3.2.2.3 Communications
Mobile phone coverage across the Parishes is patchy. Internet access has also been poor but with the roll out of
fibre-optic broadband should now be improving. The vision is to establish and maintain communications across the
Parishes at the forefront of technology to attract high tech business to the area and encourage more people to
become full time residents working from home.

3.2.2.4 Amenities and Historic Sites
The Parishes have several amenities including public toilets, play areas, football pitch, cricket pitch, Scout HQ, Guide
HQ, Rock and Perceval Institutes and an excellent medical practice. These are used by residents and visitors and will
continue to be valued and used by the community. The public toilets are particularly important and the vision is that
these will be maintained, enhanced and kept open throughout the year to meet the needs of residents and visitors.
The development of a financially sustainable community centre including provision for a function hall, meeting
rooms, sports facilities, medical centre, transport links and parking along the lines of the plans put forward for
Trewint Playing Fields will become a great asset to the community.
The parishes have four Scheduled Ancient Monuments – Trewornan Bridge, The Rumps Promontory Fort, the
Wayside Cross in St Minver churchyard and the Churchyard Cross in St Michael’s churchyard, Porthilly. The NDP
Principles and Policies will reinforce the protection of these sites from future development.
Local area maps and tasteful signage will provide visitors with directions to the amenities, historic sites and leisure
facilities available.
Projects to improve access for the less able-bodied to amenities and tourist attractions in the Parishes, particularly
coastal views, will be encouraged and actively supported.

3.2.3 Development Areas
Further development of the area for both residential and business purposes will be appropriately controlled to
ensure that it meets the needs of the Parishes and minimises the impact on the environment and landscape
character and is supportable by the available infrastructure. Detailed Development Boundaries and Special
Development Areas will be established that identify space for the development required in areas that are
appropriate in terms of access, proximity to amenities and services and that can support the need for Affordable and
Moderately Priced Residences for local residents. Development outside of these clearly identified Development
Areas will be vigorously opposed to prevent more ribbon development from further blurring the distinction between
the areas with separate identities and ad hoc encroachment onto farmland with consequent damage to the
landscape character. However, appropriate development of existing farm complexes to accommodate local housing
for farm workers or business premises for SMEs, and the necessary extension of existing business developments to
meet local needs and business sustainability will be supported as exceptions. In all cases development will meet the
conditions of being in harmony with the surroundings and consistent with the infrastructure constraints.

3.2.4 Housing
There will be support for the development of at least 100 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030 to fulfil
the requirements, as agreed with representatives of Cornwall Council at the Wadebridge Area Neighbourhood
Planning Cluster Group meeting on the 27th June 2013, of the evolving Cornwall Local Plan. However , it is more likely
that a somewhat larger, but sensibly limited, number (in the region of 150) of Additional Residences spread over the
lifetime of the plan (and provided since 2010, when the Local Plan period started) will be required to meet the
needs of the Parishes and appropriate development to this extent will not be opposed. Refurbishment and
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replacement of existing Residences will be required as older properties, particularly those built to very much lower
standards than those of today, cease to be fit for purpose. This effective use of “brown field” sites will be
encouraged. However, all Additional, refurbished, extended or rebuilt Residences will be in harmony with their
surroundings, will be of appropriate mass and style and have adequate amenity space and vehicle parking in relation
to the size of the property and hence the potential number of residents. Existing trees, hedges and Cornish hedges
will be preserved and where the developments would otherwise impact the landscape character, appropriate
screening will be introduced.
Affordable and self build Residences along the lines of the Dingles Way project will be encouraged for the
accommodation of local people, with the Parishes working with Cornwall Council to have significant involvement in
the allocation of both Additional and existing Affordable and social Residences.

3.2.5 Business
Business plays a crucial role for residents within the Parishes and the local economy, and it is recognised that it is
essential to maintaining a strong, sustainable local community in this special area.
Tourism will remain the dominant business within the Parishes. It will continue to be the main provider of
employment and security for local families and will drive a sustainable future for the Parishes as a whole. The
benefits of tourism will flow into the Parishes, sustaining the community and giving a vision of a bright future where
the economy is healthy, the coastline is preserved, and full time residents can enjoy the improved infrastructure and
facilities generated by the endeavours of the business community.
Small to Medium Sized Enterprises will expand, where necessary, by allowing appropriate development in controlled
areas. Development aimed at extending the tourist season will be encouraged as this will secure further full time
employment. The Parishes’ Infrastructure can sustainably support an increase in out of season tourism but at peak
holiday times the roads and utilities are operating close to or at capacity. Facilities available to the tourists will be
improved and extended such that the income generated per visitor does increase.
The existing number and size of Camping and Caravan sites with upgraded facilities and appropriate screening will
fulfil the need for this type of accommodation. Good quality B&B establishments and self catering apartments with
adequate parking, and extension of existing tourist related quality businesses along with the many Second Homes
which have high service requirements that support many of the local small businesses will appeal to the increasing
expectations of holidaymakers. These will be particularly encouraged in areas that are close to the beaches, leisure
facilities and amenities such that holidaymakers can enjoy these without adding to road congestion and parking
issues by continual resort to the use of cars. The Vision is for a continued uplift in quality across all of the Holiday
Accommodation, an important emphasis as the area becomes increasingly popular with the “High End” visitor.
Skilled, high tech and professional business will expand aided by the development and perhaps some expansion of
existing industrial and office sites and the availability of “State of the Art” communications. The vision is that existing
and new small to medium sized enterprises that employ local people will predominate. Where these businesses
outgrow the infrastructure and the ability to recruit local staff, they will be encouraged to relocate to areas that
more appropriately meet their increasing needs and the space vacated made available for further, smaller
enterprises.
Farming will play a significant role in the Parishes. Good farm practices and livestock bring a welcome rural
dimension, with existing farm complexes supporting traditional mixed farming but also diversifying to provide space
for small to medium sized businesses and appropriate leisure attractions. This will enable sustainable management
of the open areas of the Parishes
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An increase in the resident population of the Parishes is envisaged enabled by allowing for the building of
Approximately 150 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. This coupled with an increase in the education
levels and expectations of the next generation will create a demand for the quantity and variety of employment
opportunities provided by a growing entrepreneurial population. This will increase the general wealth and welfare of
the Parishes. The Vision is that young people, who do not wish to leave the Parishes, can obtain good jobs in the
local area.
New employment opportunities will also be generated by micro or solo businesses in the Parishes that see the
opportunity to expand and by new businesses attracted to the Parishes by the availability of a capable workforce,
good facilities and appropriate infrastructure. These facilities will predominantly be provided by allowing for
controlled expansion of the existing businesses and appropriate use of the Pityme business site and a new business
site established in close proximity to the B3314 road to provide the best available vehicle access from the Parishes
and out to the wider County and National transport networks.
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4. Principles for the Plan
1. Protect and enhance the character and vitality of the St Minver Parishes
conserving and enhancing the landscape, biodiversity, natural habitats and cultural
heritage of the Parishes, and taking due regard in all decision making of all
protected areas.
2. Restrict most substantial new development to the specified Development Areas
and ensure new development is in harmony with the character of the area.
3. Provide existing and future residents of the Parishes with the opportunity to live
in suitable homes whilst maintaining an appropriate balance between Permanent
Residences and Second Residences/Holiday Homes.
4. Support and encourage the enhancement of community, recreational, business
and leisure amenities, infrastructure, communication and transport links required
to meet the needs of the residents, visitors and tourism and to encourage local
employment and small local businesses.
5. Control road traffic and vehicle parking and reduce the need to drive by car
around the Parishes.
6. Support renewable energy and energy efficiency where this does not have an
overbearing impact on the local environment and landscape character.
7. Provide interpretation and clarification of this NDP and regularly review the NDP
against the National Planning Framework, the Cornwall Council Local Plan and the
Parishes development needs to establish when to initiate the process of revising the
NDP.

From these Principles the Justification and Policies that follow have been derived
drawing directly from the Public Consultation and Questionnaire responses
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5. Policies
Section 5 contains all of the Plan Policies. It is, therefore, the Plan Proposal and as such it is the section that is subject
to “Independent Examination”.
Subsection 5.7 details the Parishes commitment to provide ongoing interpretation, clarification and regular review of
the NDP. Whilst these do not directly constitute policies for the development and use of land they are important to
the long term effectiveness of the Plan Proposal, hence the inclusion of them as part of Section 5.

5.1 Protect and enhance the character and vitality of the St Minver Parishes
conserving and enhancing the landscape, biodiversity, natural habitats and
cultural heritage of the Parishes, and taking due regard in all decision making
of all protected areas.
5.1.1 Principles and Justification
Retaining and where possible enhancing the environment, landscape character and coastal amenities is essential to
maintaining the attraction for both residents and tourism which remains the basis of a viable and sustainable

Map 2 St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands – Protected Areas
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Community. This will be achieved by vigorous support for maintaining existing protected areas (AONB, SSSI and
Marine Conservation Zones) as they are, or extended where practical and the opportunity arises. Further
development within these areas will be supported only in the specific limited circumstances detailed in this
document.
Development will be supported in defined Development Areas and all development is to be in harmony with the
surroundings.
The landscape character will be maintained and enhanced by protecting existing hedges, Cornish hedges and trees
and encouraging a vigorous tree planting scheme. Traditional farming will be encouraged.
The Parishes contain 68 listed buildings and 4 Scheduled Ancient Monuments. These are listed in Appendix 1. The
Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 section 66 imposes a duty to have special regard to the
desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest
which it possesses when considering applications for planning permission or permission in principle. This is a
material consideration to which considerable importance and weight must be given. The protection given by both
Cornwall -wide and national policy to designated or undesignated heritage assets and their settings within the
Parishes and which may be affected by development in the Parishes affected is fully supported.
Measures will be taken to reduce traffic congestion, address traffic speed and improve parking. Where practical
pavements and the footpath network will be improved and supplemented by a cycle-path network to provide the
opportunity for local residents and visitors to get around the Parishes safely with less dependence on cars.
A significant part of any plan for a cycle-path network would be the linking of Rock to Daymer Bay and on to
Polzeath. Most of the land between Rock and Daymer Bay bordering the Camel Estuary is designated as AONB or
SSSI. Much of this land is owned by the St Enodoc Golf Club and maintained as a highly rated golf course that brings
substantial business and revenue to the local community. Discussions with St Enodoc Golf Club have identified that
careful development of public footpaths and cycle paths in this sensitive area could provide improved movement of
the general public. However, all parties recognise that for both Health and Safety reasons, and the effective
operation of a world class golf course, such development must not increase traffic across the actual golf course.
These discussions are intended to be ongoing with the vision of developing the ideas into viable plans.
It is also necessary to protect the South West Coastal Path and the Dunes. Thus any acceptable plan for new
footpaths or cycle tracks would be significantly inland from the coast and almost certainly run to the east of the golf
course.
Projects to improve the appearance and cleanliness of public spaces, including extended regular (monthly) organised
beach cleaning, will be encouraged and actively supported.

POLICY STMNDP 1: Protecting and enhancing the character and vitality of the
St Minver Parishes
STMNDP 1.1. Further development within protected areas (AONB, SSSI, and Marine
Conservation Zones) shall be allowed only in circumstances where essential to:-

- support specific local need housing as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 3.3.
- support the expansion of existing businesses as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.5.
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- allow for the continuation and development of Small to Medium Enterprises and
Micro-businesses in the Parishes by development of the extant business park at
Pityme as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.4.

- allow sympathetic farming site diversification as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.6.
- enable effective cycle routes as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.3.
- allow for replacement dwellings or extensions to existing dwellings where the
development is very clearly in scale and harmony with the surroundings.

- allow for very exceptional circumstances where there is substantial benefit of the
development to the local people that cannot be achieved in another way and that
this benefit clearly outweighs any harm to the protected areas.
and all such development approval shall take due regard to ensure that the impact on
protected areas and the local landscape character, including trees, hedges and Cornish
hedges is minimised and wherever practical avoided; development design addresses
sustainable tree and hedge retention and creates sufficient space in places where
additional trees and hedges that will be appreciated can be accommodated; and the best
grade farmland in the Parishes is protected.
POLICY STMNDP 6 applies to such Wind Turbines and Solar Farms as may be subject to an
NDP.
STMNDP 1.2. Outside the Development Areas and existing settlements, as detailed in
POLICY STMNDP 2, proposals of development will be assessed bearing in mind : any
designation to which they are subject; the intrinsic character and beauty of the
countryside; the desirability of developing suitably located brownfield land (provided that
it is not of high environmental value) rather than greenfield land; the need to avoid new
isolated homes in the countryside unless there are special circumstances; impact on
heritage assets; flood risk; the need to ensure that Protected Waters in the Camel Estuary
are not harmed; and the nature of the local road network.
STMNDP 1.3. All new build, rebuild and extensions shall be in harmony with other
properties in the adjacent area as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 2.
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5.2 Restrict most substantial new development to the specified Development
Areas and ensure new development is in harmony with the character of the
area
5.2.1 Principles and Justification
Further development in the Parishes is needed to provide Additional Residences and to allow business to expand to
provide employment for a growing population. However, widespread or inappropriate development across the
Parishes would severely damage the environment and landscape character at great detriment to both local residents
and the tourism business which is critical to the sustainable development of the Parishes. To accommodate these
potentially conflicting requirements clearly defined Development Areas will impose restrictions on development
outside the existing settlements and those Development Areas.
Retaining the Development Boundaries defined in the former North Cornwall District Council plan will allow for some
development on the small pockets of undeveloped land lying within these Boundaries. The upgrading, extension or
replacement of existing buildings, within the planning approval policies of this NDP, will inevitably and beneficially
continue. These activities will provide Open Market Residences, including second and holiday homes, but will not be
able to provide many, if any, Affordable, Moderately Priced or Self Build Residences.
To allow for the Additional Residences that are required by the Cornwall Local Plan and the identified needs of the
local residents, additional land outside these Boundaries will be required. The issues that impact Residential
Development, particularly the cost of providing the essential infrastructure and the need to comply with basic
conditions, drive the conclusion that most development should be adjacent to existing settlements with isolated
housing in open countryside discouraged.
A full study of the areas around the former NCDC Development Boundaries has been carried out. This has divided
the areas around the settlements into manageable units and valuated them against the following criteria:
a) Proximity to existing settlements
b) Impact on protected areas including AONB and SSSI
c) Minimising ribbon development and impact on open countryside
d) Addressing a long term (50 to 100 years) development strategy
e) Potential availability of the land for development
f)

Good vehicle access with particular reference to heavy goods vehicles to industrial sites

g) Infrastructure at affordable cost – sewerage, water, electricity, communications
h) Access to services – schools, shops, bus route, surgery, play areas, footpaths, social amenities
i)

Environment - flood risk, protection of local landscape, impact on woodlands, tree preservation, historic
monuments, landscape character, noise, vibration, smell, pollution

The details of this study are set out in document STMNDP – Special Development Areas Study
http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp/Documents/STMNDP-special-development-areas-study.pdf
In addition to the technical study a public consultation document and questionnaire was produced; a public
consultation meeting was held; a specific consultation was carried out with landowners and to establish the interests
of developers; and the potential availability of mortgages was considered.
As a result of this study the plan identifies six Special Development Areas where Exception Site development would
be supported
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three areas that are the most appropriate for residential development - SDA A, SDA B and SDA C
two areas that are the most appropriate for business development - SDA D and SDA E
one area that is the most appropriate for community facilities development – SDA F

The areas identified are capable of accommodating substantially more development than is appropriate up to
2030 because allocating an area that is just sufficient would





encourage further piecemeal development of the Parishes, as has previously happened over many years,
with no longer term strategy for the infrastructure improvements that will be required
make development dependent on the very small number of owners of the identified areas who may not
make the land available for development
put a premium value on that land which will preclude the provision of Affordable, Moderately Priced and
Self Build Residences
make it easier for developers to landbank the allocated development areas in which case the Parishes would
immediately be under pressure to identify more development land.

By allocating an area of land that is greater than required it is intended that the price of land will be kept at a level
that will facilitate the development of Affordable, Moderately Priced and Self Build Residences. The St Minver
Parishes’ infrastructure, particularly the adequacy of sewerage to ensure that no harm occurs to the Water
Framework Directive (WFD) protected areas and access via the B3314 road to the Parishes, would not support
intensive development of all the land in the identified areas in the timescale of this NDP. Three of the areas (SDA A;
SDA B; and SDA C) have been identified for development now or as indicative direction for growth beyond the plan
period, but only the SDA A1, SDA B1 and SDA C1 are allocated for sustainable development in this NDP. The other
land shown in SDA A2, SDA B2 and SDA C2 are an indicative direction of future growth and intended to be
considered as an option for development in any subsequent Neighbourhood Plan preparation, save that where
additional local housing need cannot be met by SDA A1, SDA B1 and SDA C1 then the land labelled as SDA A2, SDA B2
and SDA C2 (the ‘indicative directions of future growth’ ) could be considered where there is adequate sewerage
infrastructure to ensure that no harm occurs to the WFD protected area.
Although SDA C1 covers 5.35 hectares, over 70% of the area, including almost all of the area where any development
could be visible from the South West Coast Path, has already been developed by the St Moritz Hotel and the Holiday
Villas. Exception Site Planning Consent was granted for these by North Cornwall District Council to allow
development outside of the Development Boundaries then in force on the grounds that this provided needed
accommodation to support the local holiday trade. The remaining 1.5 hectares of land would be considered for
development that meets all of the other criteria stated in the NDP. Including the already developed areas within
SDA C brings these areas under SDA Policy constraints for any future redevelopment, most importantly that no new
development shall interfere with the views of users of the South West Coast Path. This may in some cases justify the
undertaking of a Landscape Visual Impact Assessment in support of the proposal.
To ensure that the identified Special Development Areas can be fully developed it is necessary for each development
to include full specification access for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists to the remainder of the relevant Special
Development Area or donation of sufficient and appropriate land to the Parishes for such access.
For Industrial Areas, new development is to be conditional upon the developer providing appropriate access to, and
screening from, the principle access routes to the Parishes. SDA D embraces extant development where planning
approvals have already allowed Sharps Brewery and Rock Marine Services to expand into this area of AONB. Zoning
it as an SDA is intended to contain it, stop further encroachment into the AONB and to have appropriate control of
any redevelopment of this area for light industry only with no further impact on the adjacent Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty.
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For the purposes of this document the Special Development Areas are shown on relatively small scale maps and can
be identified in relation to existing mapped features, predominantly field boundaries. Recognising that these
features may be transient the Parish Councils have worked with Cornwall Council to provide detailed and accurate
definition of the Special Development Areas. These maps may be viewed on the Parish Councils website at
http://www.stminvercouncils.org.uk/ndp.html . Where the boundaries are notionally identified by existing hedges,
trees or Cornish hedges the definitive boundaries shall be 2 metres inside these features to ensure that these
features will not be damaged by subsequent development.

POLICY STMNDP 2 Development Areas
STMNDP 2.1. The Development Boundaries identified in the former North Cornwall
District Council plan (see Maps 3 - 5 on pages 23-30) are to be retained. New
development within these Boundaries will be permitted but only where it is consistent
with all other policies in this plan.
STMNDP 2.2. Three Residential Special Development Areas are identified where
Permanent Residence housing, retail, car parking, small offices, community and leisure
facilities and the extension of existing business facilities may be permitted as Exception
Sites and where it is consistent with all other policies in this plan:
(i) Special Development Area SDA A1 at Rock: an area of approximately 7.25
hectares to the north of the village identified on Maps 3, 3b and 3c on pages 23, 25
and 26.
(ii) Special Development Area SDA B1 at St Minver Village: an area of approximately
0.52 hectares to the northwest of the village identified on Map 5 on page 30.
(iii) Special Development Area SDA C1 at Trebetherick: an area of approximately
5.35 hectares to the north west of the village identified on Maps 4, 4a and 4b on
pages 27 – 29 of which approximately 1.5 hectares is potentially available for new
development.
STMNDP 2.3. Two Special Development Areas are identified where development for small
to medium sized businesses will be permitted as Exception Sites and where it is
consistent with all other policies in this plan:
(i) Special Development Area D at Pityme: an area of approximately 2 hectares to
the south of the village identified on, Map 3c on page 26, with the condition that any
new development is for light industrial use only, includes appropriate improvements
for vehicle access, includes natural screening to prevent visibility from Keiro Lane,
and has no further impact on the adjacent AONB.
(ii) Special Development Area E at Treglyn: an area of approximately 1.83 hectares to
the north east of the junction of Keiro Lane and the B3314, identified on Map 6 on
page 31, with the condition that any new development includes appropriate vehicle
access directly from the B3314, demonstrates how the development will support
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and encourage sustainable travel such as walking, cycling and the use of public
transport and includes natural screening to prevent visibility from the B3314.
STMNDP 2.4. Special Development Area F at Trewint Playing Field: an area of
approximately 1.61 hectares to the west of Trewint Lane identified on Maps 3, 3a and 3b
on pages 23 - 25 is allocated for the development as an Exception Site of community
facilities and essential supporting businesses to retain and enhance, as a minimum, all of
the activities provided within this area in 2014.
STMNDP 2.5. Development in a Special Development Area shall include sufficient
information to show that it avoids impeding future access for vehicles, pedestrians and
cyclists to the remainder of that Special Development Area. In appropriate circumstances
a financial contribution under planning or highways legislation will be required for such
future access.
STMNDP 2.6 Development (additional build, rebuild or extension) outside Development
Boundaries or Special Development Areas will not be permitted except in exceptional
circumstances to

- allow sympathetic farming site diversification as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.6.
- enable effective cycle routes as detailed in POLICY STMNDP 4.3.
- allow for replacement dwellings or extensions to existing dwellings where the
development is very clearly in scale and harmony with the surroundings.

- allow for very exceptional circumstances where there is substantial benefit of the
development to the local people that cannot be achieved in another way and that
this benefit very clearly outweighs any harm to the landscape character, setting of
heritage assets and sensitive biodiversity of the area.
STMNDP 2.7. Development (additional build, rebuild or extension) will meet the following
criteria
(i) Have sufficient car-parking space to avoid the necessity for on road parking.
(ii) Have sufficient Amenity Space for likely occupants of the development
concerned.
(iii) Will not reduce the parking or Amenity Space of existing Residences below the
criteria set in (i) and (ii) above.
(iv) Have a height, mass and external finish that avoids disharmony with other
properties in the adjacent area.
(v) Will not interfere with the views of users of the South West Coast Path.
(vi) Will avoid adverse effects on designated nature conservation, heritage and
landscape assets and avoid and minimise adverse effects on undesignated nature
conservation heritage and landscape assets. Opportunities to increase habitat
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connectivity and provide screening through the retention and incorporation of green
infrastructure in new developments will be encouraged.
(vii) Have regard to the Cornwall Council Design Guide, and demonstrate how the
development addresses the guidance by submitting a statement which follows the
sustainability checklist included in the Design Guide.
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5.3 Provide existing and future residents of the Parishes with the opportunity
to live in suitable homes whilst achieving an appropriate balance between
Permanent Residences and Second Residences/Holiday Homes.

5.3.1 Principles and Justification
The 2011 census suggests that there were some 2067 Residences across the Parishes of which approximately 52%
were Second Residences or Holiday Homes but more recent local research suggests the figure is nearer 60% and
continues to grow as existing Residences that have been permanently lived in come on the market and are
purchased by outsiders with no plans to become permanent residents. To achieve an appropriate balance, all
Additional Residences will be Permanent Residences only; and to meet the needs of local people at least 50% of the
Additional Residences will be Moderately Priced Residences or Affordable Residences.
Although the Cornwall Local Plan had not been approved at the time, consultation with Cornwall Council at the
Wadebridge Area Neighbourhood Planning Cluster Group meeting on the 27th June 2013, confirmed that the
Parishes should plan for the provision of at least 100 Additional Residences in the period 2010 to 2030. Research and
consultation with the residents has identified that Approximately 150 Additional Residences in this period should
meet the need for existing and future St Minver residents to have the opportunity to live in suitable homes. In the
period 2010 to 2016 at least 60 Additional Residences have been built or granted planning permission. This leaves a
local need assessed to be Approximately 90 Additional Residences to be granted planning permission spread
realistically over the period 2017 to 2030. Following the precedents detailed in the Lynton and Lynmouth NDP,
DEFRA case study 3 and the St Ives NDP, these Additional Residences will carry a planning condition that they are
Permanent (Principal) Residences only.
With planning permission for a limited number of Additional Residences to be granted over a 14 year period, a
process will be required to restrain the number and rate of planning approvals for such Residences.
Available development land in the St Minver Parishes has previously commanded very high prices that have made
the development of Moderately Priced Residences or Affordable Residences virtually impossible. The establishment
of Special Development Areas adjacent to the re-established Development Boundaries as defined in section 5.2
ensures an “over supply” of land allowable for Exception Site development. It is envisaged that this will provide the
necessary competition to encourage land owners to release land at sensible price uplifts from agricultural land
values that will enable Residences to be developed that local people can realistically afford to buy. In addition,
exception planning approval for farming site diversification or the expansion of existing businesses will be granted in
appropriate circumstances for family and farm worker or business accommodation with restrictions that any such
Additional Residences remain tied to the farm or business and are not to be sold off separately.
Research has shown that there is a good level of social rented housing in the Parishes, the occupancy of which is
controlled by Cornwall Council’s housing register that could easily meet the local need. However, there is a strong
need for Affordable Residences for those with local connections who are priced out of open market housing but
whose circumstances do not currently position them sufficiently high on Cornwall Council’s housing register to be
allocated an Affordable Residence. Therefore the Parish Councils will promote and support the economic and social
life of the community and surrounding parishes by working with Cornwall Council to maximise the allocation of new
Affordable Residences to qualifying local persons.
The St. Minver Community Land Trust has already established through the Dingle’s Way development that the
qualifying criteria for Affordable Residences should include a connection with adjacent parishes in order to enable
mortgage finance. Therefore the criteria, where it is relevant to apply, will include residents in the parishes of St.
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Minver Highlands, St. Minver Lowlands, St. Endellion, St. Kew, St. Teath and Egloshayle; or that have a permanent
job in the Parishes; or have a close family connection to the Parishes.
A selection criteria is needed to enable a decision in the case of there being more applicants than properties being
built.
All Additional Affordable Residences will have a maximum internal floor space and rental or purchase value
determined as a percentage of open market value in perpetuity.
The present local need for additional Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences, and the long standing north
Cornwall objective of achieving 50% of additional dwellings as Affordable Residences, has consistently proven
difficult if not impossible to achieve particularly in rural areas such as the St Minver Parishes where the total
numbers and rate of build of Additional Residences are small. With recent national level relaxation of the
requirements for provision of Affordable Housing for developments of 10 or less dwellings the targets are
anticipated to be even more difficult to achieve.
For the St Minver Parishes, where development of approximately 90 Additional Residences over the period 2017 to
2030 should meet the needs of local people and the Cornwall Local Plan, the build rate of approximately 6 per year
essentially drives individual developments of less than 10 dwellings and this might lead developers to believe they
can argue for no provision of Affordable Residences.
The St Minver NDP Policies provide potential developers with clear guidance that all planning applications for
Additional Residences will be considered against the local cumulative objectives for the percentages to be
Moderately Priced and Affordable Residences. Any significant imbalance will result in local rejection or at least
deferral of the planning application until the balance is restored.
The St Minver NDP Policies provide additional direction to local developers on local needs recognising that Cornwall
Council may apply further restrictions on planning applications in respect of County and National targets for
Affordable Housing.
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POLICY STMNDP 3: Additional Residences
STMNDP 3.1. The number of Additional Residences to be granted planning permission in
the period from 2017 to 2030 shall be up to Approximately 90.
STMNDP 3.2. Planning approval may be granted for Additional Residences within the
Development Boundaries or as Exception Sites in the Special Development Areas SDA A1,
SDA B1 and SDA C1 and all Additional Residences shall be subject to a planning condition
that they are Permanent Residences only.
STMNDP 3.3. Planning approval may be granted for Additional Residences outside the
Development Boundaries or the Special Development Areas on farming sites in the
specific circumstances of providing accommodation for family and/or farm workers with
restrictions that any such Additional Residences remain tied to the farm and shall not to
be sold off separately.
STMNDP 3.4. At least 50% of the Additional Residences shall be Affordable Residences.
On rural exceptions sites and in the special development areas at least 50% of the
housing should be affordable residences and of the remainder, an allowance may be
made, where justified to ensure viability of the development, for other market dwellings
including ‘Moderately Priced Residences’
STMNDP 3.5. Planning approval shall be encouraged for the owners of properties that
carry planning restrictions that they are for holiday use only (Holiday Homes) to change
the classification to Permanent Residence only. For the purposes of this NDP such change
of classification shall not be counted as an Additional Residence against the quota
allocated in the above policy STMNDP 3.1.
STMNDP 3.6. Planning approval shall be encouraged and supported for further “self
build” of Affordable Residences along the lines of the Dingle’s Way development within
the Development Boundaries or Special Development Areas. The Parishes shall promote
the allocation of these Affordable Residences in accordance with the Qualifying Criteria in
STMNDP 3.9.
STMNDP 3.7. Proposals for Affordable Residences shall be supported, where:
(i) The proposals contribute to meeting the affordable housing needs of the local
community in terms of type and size of dwelling, levels of affordability, and mix of
tenures
(ii) The dwellings shall be occupied by local persons in housing need in accordance
with the Qualifying Criteria defined in STMNDP 3.9.
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(iii) For owner occupied properties, the net internal floor space shall not exceed 110
square metres
(iv) The owner and successive owners of an Affordable Residence, if they decide
ever to permanently let the property, shall only be allowed to charge an occupier a
rent that is no higher than an affordable rent as defined by Cornwall Council.
(v) If an Affordable Residence is sold the owner and successive owners shall be
required to sell at an affordable value as defined by the Cornwall Council affordable
housing policy.

STMNDP 3.8. Retrospective planning approval shall not be supported where this would
result in the reclassification of a Moderately Priced Residence or an Affordable Residence.
STMNDP 3.9. Additional Affordable residences shall only be sold to or let to and occupied
by a person or persons whose housing need is not met by the market, at least one of
whom meets at least one of the following criteria
a. Have been ordinarily resident in the qualifying parishes for the last 3 or more years;
b. Have been ordinarily resident in the Qualifying Parishes at some time for a continuous
period of five or more years;
c. Have a permanent employment in the Qualifying Parishes and have been employed on
a permanent basis in these parishes for the last three or more years
d. Have a close connection to the Qualifying Parishes to a family member who has been
ordinarily resident in those parishes for at least five years and who depends on the
person seeking accommodation for care.
In this policy:
‘employment’ in criterion (c) includes self employment;
‘permanent’ in criterion (c) means an average of more than 32 hours per week;
‘family member’ in criterion (d) means mother, father, son or daughter, including any
step, half or adopted mother, father, son or daughter.
‘qualifying parishes’ means the parishes of St. Minver Highlands, St. Minver Lowlands, St.
Endellion, St. Kew, St. Teath and Egloshayle
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5.4 Support and encourage the enhancement of community, recreational,
business and leisure amenities, infrastructure, communication and transport
links required to meet the needs of the residents, visitors and tourism and to
encourage local employment and small local businesses.
5.4.1 Principles and Justification
The Parishes have a wide range of community, recreational, business and leisure amenities. Transport links within
the Parishes and to the wider transport network and the utilities infrastructure are generally adequate but during
the peak holiday periods are stretched close to the limit. Maintenance and enhancement of all these facilities are
required for the sustainability of the Parishes, meeting the needs of the residents, businesses, visitors and tourism.
Enhancement of the transport links to the wider transport networks is beyond the resources of the Parishes, but
improvement in local transport infrastructure including new roads to access Special Development Areas A and D, and
cycle paths and footpaths to reduce the need for vehicle traffic will be encouraged and actively supported.
A new Community Centre at the Trewint Playing field, now in the planning stage, will be actively pursued together
with social amenities such as medical facilities and leisure/recreational related business facilities that will provide a
revenue stream for the ongoing sustainability of the Centre.
The Parishes have five sets of Public Toilets (New Polzeath, Polzeath, Daymer Bay, Trewint Playing Fields and Rock
Quarry car park). These are vital facilities to support local people, visitors and tourism but are under threat from
budget cuts. The Parishes will be proactive in keeping the Public Toilets open and fit for purpose. If necessary the
Parish Councils will take responsibility for essential Public Toilets, improving the facilities, cleanliness and opening
hours and funding this by making a reasonable charge for using the facilities. All activity directed towards
maintaining or improving the Public Toilets will be encouraged and actively supported.
Additional information should be provided to encourage and assist tourism. The provision of unobtrusive but
informative and helpful maps, direction signage and information boards, will be encouraged.
Small to Medium Sized Enterprises and Micro-businesses in the Parishes will be encouraged and supported by the
approval of additional business space by appropriate development of the business site at Pityme with improved
vehicle access and/or supporting the establishment of an additional small business site in close proximity to the
B3314 road.
Appropriate farming site diversification will be encouraged and the development of centres of interest and
excellence such as the Polzeath Marine Conservation Centre will be supported and assisted.
The local businesses will be encouraged to form a Business Forum to be reactive to requests for advice and
assistance from new businesses, to establish their common needs and to work with the Parish Councils to achieve
them.
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POLICY STMNDP 4: Enhancement of community, recreational, business and
leisure amenities, infrastructure, communication and transport links
STMNDP 4.1. Planning Applications for the development of a community centre within
Special Development Area F (see pages 23-25) at Trewint Playing Fields, together with
social care amenities and leisure/recreational related business facilities that will provide
a revenue stream for the ongoing sustainability of the Centre, will be supported.
STMNDP 4.2. Planning applications that enable Public Toilets to remain open and fit for
purpose shall be strongly supported.
STMNDP 4.3. Planning applications that enable

- the existing footpath network to be maintained and increased/enhanced
where practical
- a safe and effective cycle path network across the Parishes
shall be encouraged and supported. Where necessary and practical, planning approval
shall be supported for this network to run through protected areas.
STMNDP 4.4. Planning approval may be granted for the expansion of existing Small to
Medium Sized Enterprises and Micro-businesses and the establishment of new ones in
the business park at Pityme (including the extant development of Special Development
Area D) and Special Development Area E.
STMNDP 4.5. Planning approval may be granted for the expansion of existing businesses,
particularly those based on tourism, outside the Development Boundaries or the Special
Development Areas for the specific purpose of providing additional business
accommodation where the development:
a) will not result in an increase in traffic movements which would be likely to cause
increased congestion or harm to highway safety and
b) will not have a significant adverse impact on the residents or the local landscape
character and
c) will be subject to a planning condition requiring the development to remain part
of the existing business unit and not to be sold off separately for any purpose.
STMNDP 4.6. Farming site diversification such as appropriate conversion and reuse of
existing structures and exception planning approval for small business facilities to be
located within existing developments shall be encouraged.
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STMNDP 4.7. The Parishes shall support and facilitate appropriate improvement,
expansion and promotion of tourism across the St Minver Parishes, including the
development of centres of interest and excellence such as the Polzeath Marine
Conservation Centre, providing that any required development is in line with all policy in
this NDP.
STMNDP 4.8. The provision of maps, direction signage and information boards, ensuring
that these are informative and helpful whilst not becoming intrusive and detracting from
the natural beauty of the area, shall be encouraged and any planning applications for
development to facilitate this shall be supported.
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5.5 Control road traffic and vehicle parking and reduce the need to drive by
car around the Parishes.
5.5.1 Principles and Justification
Road traffic and vehicle parking are acute problems across the Parishes, particularly in Rock and Polzeath. Vehicles
travelling at excessive speed for the narrow and twisty roads, particularly where these are frequented by pedestrians
and cyclists, are also an issue. This clearly affects local residents and tourists alike with implications for safety, local
business and the environment.
Measures to reduce the volume of traffic, encourage driving more slowly, enable pedestrians and cyclists to travel
off-road and improve the provision of parking will all be encouraged. It is envisaged that any long term improvement
in the situation will be the result of a combination of measures likely to include:

Enlargement of existing car parks



Creation of new car parking, particularly in Special Development Area A adjacent to the shops in Rock



Advance warning signs that car parks are full, particularly the Quarry car park at the end of Rock Road



Appropriate extension and relocation of footpaths



Creation of cycle paths



Provision of pavements alongside roads at critical points



Introduction of traffic calming measures such as reduced speed limits and yellow lines at critical points,
particularly on Rock Road outside the school and in the shopping areas of Rock, Polzeath and
Trebetherick.



White lines along the sides of roads at critical points to indicate to motorists the need to give
pedestrians and cyclists space.



Park and Ride in Rock



Locally run, cross Parish shuttle bus service connecting residential areas, shops, beaches and tourist
attractions

Whilst many of these measures are essentially projects they may involve development that requires planning
approval which will be strongly supported.
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POLICY STMNDP 5: Control of road traffic and vehicle parking and reducing the
need to drive by car around the Parishes.
STMNDP 5.1. All new development shall include safe and effective provision for vehicle
access, pedestrians and cyclists.
STMNDP 5.2. Planning applications for improvements and extensions to car parking shall
be encouraged and will be supported where they do not encroach on AONB or SSSI and
do not have a significant adverse impact on the residents or the local landscape
character.
STMNDP 5.3. Planning applications to reroute and/or extend footpaths and to create
cycle paths will be supported but only where they are not to the detriment of current
users and do not have a significant adverse impact on the residents or the local landscape
character.
STMNDP 5.4. Planning applications that may be required to reduce speed limits, improve
sight lines or otherwise improve safety at potential accident spots will be supported.
STMNDP 5.5. Planning applications to enable the introduction of Park and Ride and/or a
cross Parish shuttle bus service shall be encouraged and supported where they do not
have a significant adverse impact on the residents or the local landscape character.
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5.6 Support renewable energy and energy efficiency where this does not have
an overbearing impact on the local environment and landscape character.
5.6.1 Principles and Justification
It is recognised that there is a pressing need to combat global warming and that renewable energy and energy
efficiency are critical factors to a sustainable future. However, it is becoming increasingly clear that in some areas
the impact of renewable energy installations on local residents, protected sites and the local landscape character can
become overbearing. There is also concern that the cost of subsidising renewable energy is significant and falls on all
consumers which with Cornwall having a preponderance of low paid agriculture and tourism workers is a local issue.
The Parishes have significant areas of AONB and SSSI and border the Camel Estuary with its Maritime Conservation
Zones. The Parishes comprise an area of great landscape value which is vital to its sustainable future as a vibrant
tourist destination. Although away from the coast the Parishes have significant areas of farmland, this is dotted with
hamlets and small housing developments which results in few if any areas that are more than 600 metres from
habitation. Access roads for heavy vehicles are severely limited and there are no high capacity electricity grid links to
the Parishes for the export of locally generated power. It is also understood that Cornwall has already substantially
exceeded the 2020 target for renewable energy.
The St Minver Parishes form the North West quarter of the Landscape Character Area designated CA34: Camel

Estuary in the Appendix 1 to the Cornwall Local Plan. The Parishes border the Camel Estuary to the west and the
dramatic landform of the coast to the north. Much of the area is designated AONB or SSSI and the Parishes comprise
undeveloped mud flats, sandy beaches, dunes and the immediate hinterland of open rolling pasture and arable land
with small field patterns, sinuous boundaries and small scale rural lane networks bounded by high Cornish hedges.
The area is assessed as having high scenic value and includes the prominent features of Cant Hill, Brea Hill, Daymer
Bay, Pentire Point, the Rumps and the Mouls. The Cornwall Plan Landscape Sensitivity and Strategy Matrices for this
area indicate strong concurrence with the Local Landscape Character Assessment carried out by the NDP team and
conclude that the area is particularly sensitive to any significant level of wind turbine or solar PV development.
In general, energy efficiency measures and small scale renewable energy schemes will be supported, while Industrial
Scale Wind Turbines and Industrial Scale Solar Farms that have an overbearing influence on local residents, the local
landscape character and tourism will be resisted.
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POLICY STMNDP 6: Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency
STMNDP 6.1. Planning applications for individual resident and business “energy efficiency
measures” and renewable energy schemes shall be supported.
STMNDP 6.2. Planning applications for Small Scale Wind Turbines and Small Scale Solar
Farms to produce energy for local use located such that they do not have an overbearing
influence on the residents or the local landscape character and conform to latest best
practice in terms of minimising environmental impact shall be supported.
STMNDP 6.3. Applications for Wind Turbines and Solar Farms not covered by STMNDP 6.1
and STMNDP 6.2 must show that the necessary infrastructure will be provided; that they
will not harm the landscape and scenic beauty of any Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty; that they will not have an overbearing influence on the residents or the local
landscape character and that they conform to latest best practice in terms of minimising
environmental impact.
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5.7 Provide interpretation and clarification of this NDP and regularly review
the NDP against the National Planning Framework, the Cornwall Council Local
Plan and the Parishes development needs to establish when to initiate the
process of revising the NDP.
5.7.1 Principles and Justification
Whilst great care has been taken in drafting this NDP to ensure that there is consistency, accuracy and clarity with all
policies, instances may occur where possible interpretation of these policies is not consistent with the clear needs
and wishes of the residents. In such circumstances the Parish Councils will interpret and clarify the policies in line
with the needs and wishes of the residents and formally provide justification for such interpretation or clarification.
The NDP has been drafted to reflect the vision and perceived needs of the Parishes through to 2030. However,
changes to the National Planning Policy Framework, the Cornwall Council Local Plan or the Parishes development
needs may require the NDP to be revised at an earlier date.
Interpretation, clarification and revision of the NDP do not directly constitute policies for the development and use
of land but they are important to the long term effectiveness of the Plan Proposal. Since the impact of such actions
are likely to have direct bearing on development policy it is considered appropriate to include within section 5 the
clear commitment of the Parishes to these actions and how they are to be conducted.

5.7.2: Commitment to interpretation, clarification and revision of NDP POLICY.
5. 7.2.1. The Parish Councils shall provide interpretation or clarification of all
policy within this NDP and shall formally make available to all local residents
the extent and justification of such interpretation or clarification.
5.7.2.2. The approved NDP shall remain in force from the date of achieving a
majority vote at the referendum until 31st March 2030 or an earlier date if a
revised NDP to replace it achieves a majority vote in a subsequent
referendum.
5. 7.2.3. The Parish Councils shall review the NDP every 5 years to determine
whether to propose an NDP revision.
5.7.2.4. The Parish Councils shall consult with the local residents every 10
years to determine whether there is a popular demand for an NDP revision.
5.7.2.5. The Parish Councils shall consult with the local residents to determine
whether there is a majority in favour of an NDP revision on receipt of a
petition signed by at least 100 local residents who are on the electoral roll of
the Parishes.
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6. Delivering the Principles
The Parish Councils will undertake appropriate activities to pursue implementation of the NDP including the
following:-



Actively monitor for issues regarding development and take appropriate action.



Carry out tree surveys and add TPOs.



Encourage tree planting



Ensure hedges along roadside footpaths are cut back by the owners



Promote additional footpaths, pavements and cycle tracks



Promote adequate Public Toilet facilities



Pursue funding for infrastructure projects



Promote and support the economic and social life of the community and surrounding parishes by working
with Cornwall Council to maximise the allocation of new Affordable Residences to qualifying local persons.



Be forceful in bringing to the attention of Cornwall Council any breach of planning Approval and pursuing the
issue to an effective conclusion.

7. Infrastructure Priorities
Infrastructure priorities for the Parishes are identified as follow:-



Access and By-pass roads through SDA A1



Traffic Management and Car Parking.



Roadside pavements in high risk locations.



Community Centre in Trewint Playing Fields



Public Toilets



Cycle Path Network



Improved access for the less able-bodied to amenities and tourist attractions, in particular coastal
views



Regular Beach Cleaning



Dog Warden



Tree Planting



Information boards, maps and signs



Supporting centres of excellence such as Polzeath Marine Conservation Centre
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8. Glossary of Terms
Acronyms and definitions of Specific Terms in alphabetical order
Affordable Residence - A Residence that is classified by Cornwall Council for planning purposes
as “affordable housing”

Additional Residence - Any new development which increases by one the number of
Residences in the St Minver Parishes. Where existing Residences are developed to create a greater
number of Residences the developer nominates which of the Residences are replacements for the
previous Residences (and hence carry the same status as the previous Residence). Each of the other
Residences will be classified as an Additional Residence.

Amenity Space – undeveloped part of curtilage (typically comprising parking, garden, courtyard,
patio, play area)

Approximately – within 10% of the nominal figure
Curtilage – area of ground attached to a dwelling place
Development Boundary – A boundary defined in Policy STMNDP 2.1 in section 5.2. of this
document enclosing existing development and land where further general development is
appropriate.

Exception Site – A development site that is outside of the Development Boundary where
planning permission may be granted in accordance with existing local authority exception site
guidelines.

Holiday Home – An individual house, flat, apartment or other dwelling classified by Cornwall
Council as an entity for which council tax or business rates are chargeable and restricted for Holiday
Use only.

Industrial Scale Solar Farms – a solar array covering a land area of more than 1 acre or to
produce electricity significantly for export to the national grid.

Industrial Scale Wind Turbines – a development of more than one turbine or a single turbine
of greater than 18 metres high from Natural Ground Level to the tip of the blades at their highest
point, or to produce electricity significantly for export to the national grid.

Moderately Priced Residence – a 3 or 4 bedroom family residence offered for sale at a price of
£350,000 or less (at January 2015 economic conditions) escalated for future years in line with the
South West Region average house price index.

Natural Ground Level – the level of the ground immediately adjacent to the wind turbine.
Where the ground level is not uniform (e.g. if the ground is sloping) then the ground level is the
highest part of the surface of the ground next to the wind turbine (excluding any base structures).
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The Natural Ground Level should not include any additional structures laid on top of the ground
such as a concrete base.

NDP – Neighbourhood Development Plan
NPPF – National Planning Policy Framework
Open Market Residence - A Residence that is not an Affordable Residence or a Moderately
Priced Residence or a Holiday Home.

Parishes/ Parish Councils – the parishes of St Minver Highlands and St Minver Lowlands/ St
Minver Highlands Parish Council and St Minver Lowlands Parish council

Permanent (principal) Residence – Permanent (principal) Residences are defined as those
occupied as the residents’ sole or main residence, where the residents spend the majority of their
time when not working away from home.
The condition or obligation on new open market homes will require that they are occupied only as
the permanent (principal) residence of those persons entitled to occupy them. Occupiers of homes
with a Principal Residence condition will be required to keep proof that they are meeting the
obligation or condition, and be obliged to provide this proof if/when Cornwall Council requests this
information. Proof of Principal Residence is via verifiable evidence which could include, for example
(but not limited to) residents being registered on the local electoral register and being registered
for and attending local services (such as healthcare, schools etc).

Qualifying Parishes – the parishes of St. Minver Highlands, St. Minver Lowlands, St. Endellion,
St. Kew, St. Teath and Egloshayle

Residence – An individual house, flat, apartment or other dwelling (but not a Holiday Home)
classified by Cornwall Council as an entity for which residential council tax is chargeable.

SEA – Strategic Environmental Assessment
Second Residence - A Residence that is not the Principal Residence of the owner.
Small Scale Wind Turbines – a single turbine less than 18 metres high from Natural Ground
Level to the tip of the blades at their highest point, installed by a local resident or local business to
produce electricity primarily for consumption by that resident or business.

Small Scale Solar Farms - a solar array covering a land area of less than 1 acre installed by a
local resident or local business to produce electricity primarily for consumption by that resident or
business.

Special Development Area – An area adjacent to a Development Boundary, as detailed in
Policy STMNDP 2.2, STMNDP 2.3 and STMNDP 2.4 in section 5.2. of this document, identified as
appropriate for the location of Exception Sites for specific future development.

WFD – Water Framework Directive - EU directive 2000/60/EC dated 23 October 2000
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Appendix 1
Scheduled Ancient Monuments and Listed Buildings
The Parishes have four Scheduled Ancient Monuments, two Grade 1 Listed Buildings and sixty six Grade 11
Listed Buildings as listed below with Ordnance Survey grid references:-

1.1 Scheduled Ancient Monuments
1.1.1 St Minver Highlands
1. Trewornan Bridge (SW 987 743)
2. Rumps Promontory Fort (SW 934 811)
3. Wayside Cross, St Minver churchyard (SW 965 771)

1.1.2 St Minver Lowlands
1. Churchyard Cross, St Michaels churchyard, Porthilly (SW 936 754)

1.2 Listed Buildings
1.2.1 Grade 1
1.2.1.1 St Minver Highlands
1. Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)

1.2.1.2 St Minver Lowlands
1. Church of St Enodoc (SW 932 772)

1.2.2 Grade 11
1.2.2.1 St Minver Highlands
1. 2 Headstones of Charles Gibbs and Jane Martyn 5 Metres to South of South East Corner of South
Aisle of Church of Menefreda (SW 965 771)
2. 2 Tombchests of Thomas Vercoe and Susanna Symons 5 Metres to West of Tower to Church of St
Menefreda (SW 965 771)
3. Barn 5 Metres to North West of Trewornan (SW 985 744)
4. Barn and Horse Engine House 100 Metres to South of Treglyn (SW 974 764)
5. Carlyon Farmhouse and Barn Adjoining on Right (SW 955 752)
6. Churchyard Cross 3 Metres to West of South Porch of Church of Menefreda
7. Cottage to West of St Minver Vicarage (SW 965 771)
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(SW 965 771)

8. Dinham (SW 972 747)
9. Doyden Castle (SW 967 806)
10. Gatepiers 150 Metres to South East of Trewornan (SW 987 744)
11. Gatepiers 20 Metres to South West of St Minver Vicarage (SW 965 771)
12. Gatepiers Adjoining Barn 5 Metres to North West of Trewornan (SW 985 745)
13. Granary 20 Metres West of Plain Street (SW 976 787)
14. Group of 4 Headstones Thomas Vercoe, Edward Vercoe, Joan Tretheway and Mary Brown 6 Metres
to South of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
15. Group of 6 Headstones of Nancy Phillips, Nathaniel Creber, Philippe Crabue, Charles Cruy, Thomas
East at Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
16. Headstone of Ann Barry and 2 Tomb Chests of Abel Rebouse and Samuel Higgs 4 Metres to South
East of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
17. Headstone of Elizabeth and Catherine Burton, 4 Metres to West of South Porch to Church of St
Menefreda (SW 965 771)
18. Headstone of Elizabeth Wood 1 Metre to South East of South East Corner of South Aisle of Church
of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
19. Headstone of Humphry Craddock 8 Metres to North West of Tower of Church of St Menefreda
(SW 965 771)
20. Headstone of John Rebouse and Tombchest of John Morcombe 6 Metres to South East of South
Corner of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
21. Headstone of Mary, Daniel and John Hick and Tombchest of Elizabeth Hick 9 Metres to South East
of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
22. Headstone of Sarah and Catherine Moyle 14 Metres to North of North East Corner of Chancel of
Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
23. Headstone of Thomas Hicks 1.5 Metres to North of Chancel of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965
771)
24. Lychgate to South East of Church of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
25. Outbuildings 5-10 Metres to East and South East of Treglines and Wall to North East (SW 953 784)
26. Overhaven Pentireglaze (SW 943 798)
27. Roserrow, Rose Cottage (SW 950 781)
28. Slip and Retaining Wall on South and East Side of Beach, Port Quin (SW 971 805)
29. Stables 30 Metres to North of Dinham and Garden Wall Adjoining to North East (SW 972 748)
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30. Stables to North West of St Minver Vicarage (SW 965 771)
31. Three Headstones of John, William and Eleanor Legoe 8 Metres to West of South Aisle of Church of
St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
32. Tredrizzick Methodist Church and Attached Forecourt Walls (SW 954 770)
33. Treglines Farmhouse (SW953 783)
34. Treglyn (SW 975 765)
35. Tregutt Cottage, at North Entrance to Drive of Dinham (SW 976 753)
36. Trevelver and Arch Reset in Wall on North East (SW 959 750)
37. Trewornan Including Wall to Rear of Courtyard (SW 985 744)
38. Two Headstones of Christian Higg and David Williams 1.5 Metres to West of South Aisle of Church
of St Menefreda (SW 965 771)
39. Two Headstones of John Marryn and Ann Pope 2-3 Metres to South of South Aisle of Church of St
Menefreda (SW 965 771)
40. Two Headstones of William Collins and Joseph Collins 5 Metres to West of Tower of Church of St
Menefreda (SW 965 771)
41. Two Ledger Stones of Emmanuel and John Tennie 6 Metres to South of South Aisle of Church of St
Menefreda (SW 965 771)
42. Vicarage, Menefreda Way SW 965 771)
43. Walls Enclosing Friends Burial Ground (SW 955 779)
44. Wellhouse 120 Metres to South East of Pentireglaze (SW 944 798)
45. Windmill 350 Metres to North East of Carlyon (SW 958 753)

1.2.2.2 St Minver Lowlands
1. 2 Tombchests of Hodge Family 4 Metres to 6 Metres to South of South Tower of Church of St
Michael (SW 937 754)
2. Church of St Michael (SW 937 754)
3. Churchyard Cross 4.5 Metres to South of Tower of Church of St Michael (SW 937 754)
4. Group of 5 Tombchests of Kent Family and John Proffit 6-12 Metres to South of Chancel of Church
of St Michael (SW 937 754)
5. Headstone of Francis Mably 0.25 Metres to South of South Transept of Church of St Michael (SW
937 754)
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6. Headstone of Jane Guy 6 Metres to East of Vestry of Church of St Michael (SW 937 754)
7. Headstone of John Edvvean 2 Metres to South of South Aisle of Church of St Enodoc (SW 932 772)
8. Headstone of John Mably 7 Metres to North East of Chancel of Church of St Enodoc (SW 932 772)
9. Headstone of Mary May 2.0 Metres to North East of Vestry of Church of St Michael (SW 937 754)
10. Jesus Well (SW 938 764)
11. Lychgate at South East Entrance to St Michael's Churchyard (SW 937 754)
12. Porthilly Farmhouse (SW 937 754)
13. Porthilly Greys (SW 938 754)
14. Quay to West, South and East of Rock Sailing Club House and Adjoining Walls to Beach on West and
East (SW 932 756)
15. Retaining Wall of Churchyard to Churchyard North and West of Church of St Michael's (SW 937
754)
16. Rock Sailing and Water Ski Club House (SW 932 756)
17. Tombchest and Headstone of Jane Proffit 2.0 Metres to East of Chancel of Church of St Michael
(SW 937 754)
18. Tombchest of Simon Wilcox 6 Metres to South of South Porch of Church of St Enodoc (SW 932
772)
19. Trefresa (SW 945 757)
20. Two Tombchests of Richard Rounsevall and Mary Ken, 3 Metres to East of North Tower of Church of
St Enodoc (SW 932 772)
21. Undertown Including Terrace Walls and Sunken Garden Walls West, South and South West,
Daymer Lane (SW 932 778)
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